
Favorite Products

Below you'll find some of my staples that may not (yet) be readily available on the grocery store shelf. Use
the links and affiliate codes provided to save $ on some of my absolutely favorite products on the market.  

I love all things FBomb especially their original product line of nut butter
packs made with single, real food ingredients! These are a super convenient
option to have in your purse, gym bag or car to stay fat-fueled on the go!
The Macadamia Pecan flavor is my personal favorite and reminds me of
pecan pie! The best part is that they use ZERO non-caloric sweeteners and
are 100% REAL FOOD! Their newly expanded line includes nut butter jars for
home use, pork sticks as a portable protein option and keto crunch which
are the best tasting cheese crips on the market! Use code ALIMILLERRD for
savings!

F Bomb: Nut Butter Packs, Jars, Pork Sticks, Premium Oils & Keto Crunch

Further Food: Pasture-Raised Collagen, Gelatin & Superfood Supplements
Further Food collagen and gelatin are sourced only from pasture-raised
animals and they provide full transparency on sourcing with third-party
testing. We love using their convenient travel packs to stir into coffee or tea
on the go to provide support for gut integrity as well as hair, skin, nails,
joints and beyond! Further Food also makes high quality Superfood Tonics
including their Mindful Matcha and Turmeric Tonic which incorporate
adaptogenic herbs and potent herbal compounds to support whole body
balance! Use code ALIMILLERRD for savings!

Bonafide Provisions: Makers of REAL Bone Broth
Bonafide makes frozen bone broth from pasture-raised, grass-fed bones and
is flash frozen with zero preservatives or pasteurization. The best part is, it is
TRUE bone broth, meaning you can tell it is rich in gut supporting collagen
and gelatin, unlike other storebought brands. We keep this in the freezer for
“bone broth emergencies” when you just can’t make a fresh batch in time
and recommend sipping on a cup of bone broth daily! Use code
ALIMILLERRD at bonafideprovisions.com for savings!

Pique Tea: Organic Tea Crystals 
This is an awesome and convenient option that takes tea drinking to the
next level! Pique comes in individual packets of tea crystals and is made via
a cold brew crystallization process that extracts up to 2-3 times the
catechins compared to standard brewing in hot water. It is triple screened
for toxicity so you can rest assured you are not consuming heavy metals,
pesticides or mold. What I love about Pique is that you can add the crystals
to hot or cold water, zero bags, and zero brewing for a perfect cup every
time! Go to https://piquetea.life/ali for savings!
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For more favorite brands, household staples and more, go to

alimillerd.com/products-we-love

Crowd Cow provides high-quality meat that comes from independent small
farms. They take the time to get to know farmers and ranchers and you get
the exact cuts and quantity you want when you want it, no subscription
needed. We love that they have pasture-raised bones for your bone broth
and that all of their beef is dry aged! Use Code ALIMILLERRD for $25 off
your first order and free shipping! 

Crowd Cow: High Quality Grassfed and Pasture-Raised Meat
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Dry Farm Wines sources only the finest natural wines that are lab tested for
residual sugars and sulfites. They source from small, organic family farms
and have strict standards that do not allow any of the 70+ additives
normally found in conventional wines! We love that their wines are keto
friendly and can attest to their no hangover claims (when enjoyed within
reason of course)! Go to www.dryfarmwines.com/alimillerRD to add a bottle
to your order for a penny!

Dry Farm Wines

Butcher Box
Butcher box delivers high-quality beef, pork, and chicken to your door each
month. You can choose your own cuts or receive a curated box without the
inconvenience of the grocery store. They partner with small farms to deliver
the best products at a great value–averaging $6 per meal and shipping is
always free. Their bacon is to die for and we love that they always have
special offers on bacon, wings and more! Click here and use code AP10 for
savings or free product!

Vital Choice Seafood
Vital Choice Seafood offers the highest quality sustainable wild-caught
seafood delivered to your door. They have options for subscription services
or you can hand pick your seafood of choice from their products that are
certified for purity and sustainability. We love their salmon roe for a nutrient
dense treat and their wild canned salmon is a great budget-friendly option
that is canned with bones to deliver highly bioavailable calcium! Click here to
check out their offerings! 

Redmond Real Salt
Salt is chemical bridge of flavor. Redmond Real Salt is superior as it is rich in
trace minerals and mined from ancient sea salt in caves reducing the risk of
polluted waters as exposure concerns with newly harvested sea salt. This is
the salt we use in our home for legit everything and their mini shakers are
the perfect option for keeping electrolytes balanced during travel! Use code
ALIMILLERRD for 15% off!
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Social CBD
Social CBD makes pure and potent CBD tinctures that feature adaptogens
like ashwagandha and passionflower to enhance their effects. Their products
are tested for potency and purity. We love their peppermint and lavender
drops in coffee! Use code ALIMILLERRD for 15% off!
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